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Abstract
Requirements engineering (RE) is a necessary part of the
software development process, as it helps customers and
designers identify necessary system requirements. If these
stakeholders are separated by distance, we argue that a
distributed groupware environment supporting a
cooperative requirements engineering process must be
supplied that allows them to negotiate software
requirements. Such a groupware environment must
support aspects of joint work relevant to requirements
negotiation: synchronous and asynchronous
collaboration, telepresence, and teledata. It should also
add explicit support for a structured RE process, which
. 
1. Distributed Requirements Engineering
The misidentification of requirements is one of the
most significant sources of customer dissatisfaction with
delivered systems [13]. Consequently, development
teams often include a requirements engineering process
(RE) within a software development cycle to help them
determine what needs to be designed.
The problem is that software stakeholders can work in
environments that cross organizational and national
boundaries, where team members and sub-groups may
find themselves isolated from one another by distance
and by time. One solution to this problem is to have a
networked team use groupware specifically designed to
support a  RE process.
In this paper, we consider ways that groupware can
support how a distributed team gathers requirements
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2. Groupware Requirements for Remote
Requirements Negotiation
asynchronous collaboration 
available requirements documents and artifacts for
review, modification, and/or annotation. Asynchronous
collaboration is also important for group coordination,
including setting up meetings, sending out reminders,
tracking schedules, and so on [7,9].
Most existing groupware RE systems now concentrate
on asynchronous collaboration. For example, a number of
prototypes presented in the Proceedings of WET ICE ’96
offer asynchronous web support for requirements
elicitation, analysis and validation e.g., WHERE [6] and
GBRAT [2].
Synchronous collaboration [7,10] lets distance-
separated people work together at the same time. Our
opinion is that the wholly asynchronous systems
mentioned previously are inadequate, as we believe that
real time collaboration and discussions are a necessary
component of the group RE session. Specification of
requirements is regarded as a knowledge acquisition task,
and conversation is the main vehicle for gathering,
clarifying and validating the knowledge about
requirements [5]. Thus synchronous communication as
well as access to a shared workspace is important in RE,
as detailed below.
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3. TeamWave Workplace
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4. Customizing TeamWave to RE
We have argued that TeamWave can support
collaborative activities of a distributed group. In this
section, we will describe how TeamWave was
customized to support a structured RE process, as well as
4.1 Creating a meeting space that supports the
requirements process
4.2 Expressing and negotiating
multiple perspectives
Figure 1: An Overview of an RE Process is provided in the Planner Room
perspective is regarded as an explicit description of the
world from a particular angle, and there is a relationship
between  perspectives and roles [5].
 4.2.1 Requirements acquisition
4.2.2. Collaborative requirements traceability
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files and to reconstruct their relations to one another,
TeamWave users just have to enter a room to see all
items and how they relate to one another. TeamWave also
maintains a version repository of all rooms and their
contents. This means that previous versions of
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Figure 3: An example of a room supporting requirements traceability
can also discuss the impact of changing the features of
5. Discussions and Conclusions
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